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FRONT COVER (Oren Tranbarger)- Dave "Cave" McQung is at the li · ol
S6tano de las Golondrinas, SLP Mexico ready for rappelling 1,094 feet ( l3l
meters). Steve Dalton is holding the haul line, and Jay Jordet ~
photographing the action. This trip occurred November 23, 1990 ;nd
included cavers from Texas, Missouri, and Illinois.
INSIDE COVER (Sketch - John Brooks) - This sketch shows a bird's :ye
view of Kerry Rowland (Missouri) on rope rappelling into S6tano de las
Golondrinas on November 23, 1990. During this Thanksgiving trip, 10 ca en
made the trip into the abyss using two ropeli.
BACK COVER (Oren Tranbarger) - Joe Ivy and Libby Overholt art
entering Cueva de Ia Puente, SLP Mexico December 28, 1990. Ektachr• me
lOOHC film, a 28-mm lens, and a shutter speed of 1/15 (without tripod) 1 crt
used to photograph the cave entrance in low-light conditions.

VERTICAL GEAR IDEAS

DUAL-ROLLER CHEST PLATES
One of the components of an efficient climbing system is a dual-roller chest
plate that minimizes friction and provides the required upright body support on
rope. Two designs are described in this article which have proven to be very
practical. The first design is simple and uses offset Simmons rollers with quickrelease pins. The second design, which uses a more advanced concept, features
inline Simmons sheaves and resembles a Gossett Box.

by
Oren Tranbarger, P.E.

BACKGROUND
Every new caver is faced with a wide variety of
climbing systems that must be evaluated. However, at some
point, ascenders, webbing, carabiners, buckles, rings, etc.,
must eventually be purchased to assemble a system. The
dual-roller chest plate is one component in an efficient
climbing system that any caver (new or experienced) should
consider, since it is quite flexible and can be used either in
a Mitchell system 1 or in a ropewalker system 1. Two rollers
are required in the Mitchell system: one for the standing
rope, and one for the rope tied between the hand ascender
(above the chest plate) and the foot. This system is very
flexible for short climbs and in some cases is better for
crossing knots, rebelays, and lips. In the ropewalker system,
only one roller is used.
In Texas, the Mitchell system or some variation
thereof is a good choice for cavers, since most climbs are
relatively short. However, for long distance climbs in deep
caves and pits, the ropewalker system is definitely preferred
for efficiency. After observing many cavers climb and
considering the application, the dual-roller chest plate
seems to be the most universal approach that can be taken
in assembling the optimum climbing system.
In spite of the obvious advantages and flexibility of the
dual-roller chest plate, few cavers use it. The primary
reason for this is probably because of the lack of
availability. Although several dual-roller chest plates are
available through Inner Mountain Outfitters2 (Blum Box,
Simmons, and SSI) and others, two dual-roller chest plates
were designed to satisfy more stringent requirements for
ruggedness. Although most cavers do not have the shop
facilities or the expertise required to construct the chest
plates, the drawings contained in this article can be used by
any machinist to produce the final end item.
OFFSET ROLLER DESIGN
The first design shown in the assembly drawing to the
right is based on two standard Simmons rollers that include
the sheave, the quick-release pin assembly, and the safety
retaining wire. Normally, a complete Simmons roller must
be purchased for these items alone. Unfortunately, the
shell is not used and is discarded. The length of the quickrelease pins is slightly too long and must be shortened to a
length of 1.2 inches (3.1 em) to prevent the tip of the pins
from rubbing against the opposing sheaves. A grinder is
used for shortening the pins. In completing the pins,

chamfer the tips for smooth operation in inserting the pins
in the holes in the center support (Figure 2b).
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PARTS LIST
NO.

DESCRIPTION

OUANITY

I

SIDE SUPPORT

2

2

CENTER SUPPORT

I

3

BASE PLATE

I

4

SIMMONS ROLLER

2

!I

SS FLAT HEAD SCREW 10-32 UNF

7

6

SS PAN HEAD SCREW 6-32 UNC

2

7

SS WASHER N0 .6

2

Figure 1. Assembly Drawing of Offset Roller Design
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Figure 2. Components of the Offset Roller Design
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2c

As shown in Figures 1 and 2a-2c, the offset roller
design is comprised of three basic aluminum parts: (1) the
two side supports; (2) the center support; and (3) the base
plate. The two vertical slots in the base plate are for 2-inch
(5-cm) webbing in the chest harness. The main support
webbing is threaded behind the plate. The two top
horizontal slots are for l-inch (2.5-cm) webbing for the
shoulder straps in the chest harness. A small nylon cord
typically 0.125-inches (3-mm) in diameter (or webbing) can
be threaded through the lower slot and tied to a safety
device connected to the seat harness. The cord pulls the
safety device up the rope while ascending. All the slots and
edges of the base plate are broken by using a corner
rounding tool.
Fabrication of the side and center supports is straight
forward . The rounded edges are typically cut crudely using
a band saw and then ground to the proper radius and
rounded as required.
In completing the assembly, all the parts should be
alodined for minimum surface protection and preferably
anodized. Loctite is used on the 10-32 screws in anchoring
the sides and center supports to the base plate.
Although cost is difficult to estimate accurately
because of different labor rates, the offset roller design
probably can be fabricated for about $180. This estimate
assumes 4 hours of machine shop time at $12 per hour.
The most expensive items are the two Simmons rollers
($100). Sheaves that use sealed ball bearings are the only
ones to consider for the application.
INLINE ROLLER DESIGN
The inline roller chest plate was designed after
inspecting a Gossett Box. B&B Enterprises has the
manufacturing rights to this device. However, the Gossett
Box is unavailable because of unexpected fabrication
problems3. It is believed that the required tolerances might
be difficult to achieve in manufacturing this device. The
design shown at the right in Figure 3 can have sloppy
tolerances and still be assembled without any problems.
The key to its design is the roller pin (Figure 4e) which
floats in the fluted knob (Figure 4d).
The basic construction of the inline roller chest plate
also includes: (1) a base plate; (2) two side supports; and
(3) a center support. The sheaves use sealed bearings
which can be obtained by purchasing the replacement parts
for the Simmons roller.
Labor is the biggest cost in the inline device because
of the fluted knob and the floating roller pin. These parts
are made out of stainless steel. Overall, 10 hours of
machine shop time are required in construction. Including
parts, labor, materials, and anodizing, the estimated cost of
the dual inline chest roller plate is $220. Based on
experience and performance, this device is worth its cost.
An initial concern about the design was the possible
adverse effects of mud on the threads. This question was
easily settled during a Thanksgiving (1989) trip to
Montemayor at Minas Viejas, Mexico. In accomplishing the
mud climb, the entire device was covered with mud.
Because of the coarse threads, there was no problem in
screwing the knobs into the side supports. The knobs are
tightened with only a force that is less than fmger tight.
Also, never retighten the knobs after getting on rope

because it will be difficult to unscrew the knobs after getting
off rope. Loctite is also used on all the screws in the
overall assembly.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Acknowledgments are given to: (1) Alan Montemayor
and Bruce Reinhard for contributing design input; (2) Bruce
Reinhard who performed the machining on both chest
plates; and (3) Tonya Forest for producing the fmal
machine shop drawings.
REFERENCES
1.
Padgett, A., Smith, B., On Rope, NSS, 1988, pp. 143198.
2. Inner Mountain Outfitters, 102 Travis Circle, Seaford,
VA 23696-2412, (804) 898-2809.
3. Personal Communication, Spring 1989 - B&B
Enterprises, P.O. Box 441-N, Lewisburg, WV 24901,
(304) 772-5049.
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6
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6

1
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4

8
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2

9

SIMMONS SHEAVE

2

Figure 3. Assembly Drawing of Inline Roller Design
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Figure 4. Components of the Inline Roller Design (Cont'd)
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CAVE DIVING AND EXPLORATION

SUBTERRANEAN RIVER: AN EXPLORATION OF WlllTEFACE CAVE
by Raymond C. Mathews Jr. (NSS 14886)
The discovery of an entrance to the Ellenburger Aquifer through a na"ow entrance
descending from a subte"anean river at the bottom of Whiteface Cave provided a
scientific window for the exploration of a vast aquatic cavern and of its geochemistry. High concentrations of radon gas occur in the underwater chamber, and may
be the result of the nuclear decay of Radium 226 flowing from Hickory sandstone and
Llano granite water bearing aquifers into the Ellenburger Aquifer.

17zis arlicle is the first of a twopart series describing the underwater
exploration of Whiteface Cave in San
Saba County. The water table in
Whiteface is typically 200 feet (61
meters) below the surface. 17ze findings of dives made on July 8, 1989
and October 22, 1989 are revealed in
this first part. 17ze second parl will
be a reporl on a third dive made on
January 12, 1991 which will be published in the June 1991 issue of The
Texas Caver.
I was first introduced to Whiteface Cave in the spring of 1989 by Pat
Copeland, the "Dragon-lady" of central
T exas caving, who is known to explore
three or four caves in one day and
pick her teeth with animal bones by
the evening campfire.
The cave
immediately fascinated me because it
contains an azure river of crystal clarity. The underground river is divided
into three sections which are separated
by Ordovician limestone walls and
breakdown. Each riverine chamber is

About .. Rayn}dtid

C.

M<lt4~~i( if.

interestingly formed by different fluvial
processes. The topographical and
bathymetric uniqueness of this subterranean riverine system created an
eerie beauty. Pat told me that she had
sounded the deepest pool at 36-feet
(11-meters) deep, although the water
surface elevation varies in response to
the amount of local precipitation,
which was near drought levels during
most of 1989. I gazed through the
water column at the deep pool, but
could not see the bottom where it
seemed to continue sloping downward
below the channel wall. A reconnaissance dive would be required to determine the extent of the river channel.
RECONNAISSANCE DIVE
By mid-summer a reconnaissance
dive was planned, culminating in an
experience I never expected to unfold.
Thoughts of finding new species of
cave biota were high on my mind

because of the diverse but isolated
aquatic habitat I was about to visit. A
myriad of tiny surface striding cave
beetles could be seen in the riverine
pool as I donned my diving equipment
and attached a safety-guide line to a
carabiner. Drawn by the mysterious
depths of the poo~ I maneuvered in
that direction until I could see a sm aU
tubular channel continuing downward.
Both fear and excitement stirred
through my mind as I entered tbe
unknown passage. Descending deeper
into the tubular passage, I gained
momentum as a result of having at·
tached too much weight to my belt to
compensate for the buoyancy of my
wetsuit. It seemed as if I was in a free
faR watching the limestone walls and
relics of previous formations pass by
without any ability on my part to stop
the descent. After what seemed like a
long fall into the abyss, I found my. ~If

§

~:re;s tSev~~~~£~Z~~kfj ~~~·

Head of tliatstate<agericy's }}dHi~
wate~ SysternsUI1it ij~ 11@ p~~#
active iri cave reseaid:r (Oi oV'ef ~
years and has published n~ID.erq~
papers on biospeologyatidge(kh.d1F
istry. Ray admits thafth.e i.riheferit
dangers of dive diving al'e vety rdl,
but the rewards for irieetitig the
challenge are tO experience soJ.rie ()f
the most profound bea#tY existi~
on earth--and that makes it worth
the risk tol'lini/
>
.· ... .. .. . ....... ... ..• .

Cave Mules at Entrance of Whiteface Cave
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Ray Mathews Jr. Prepares to Lead the Scuba Descent Into Cavernous Water
to Collect Geochemical Samples for Analysis and to Explore the Aquifer
standing on the bottom 67 feet (20
meters) deep in a huge cavernous
room. I knew then that history had
been made and felt a sense of achievement because no one had previously
explored this underwater cavern. It's
always a thrill to push the subterranean envelope to new depths and
dimensions of exploration.
SURPRISE ENTRANCE INTO
ELLENBURGER AQUIFER
What had really happened was
that I had found a direct underground
entrance into the Ellenburger Aquifer
through Whiteface Cave. My narrow
beam of light quickly revealed an even
deeper part of the room, so I moved
toward it. At 85 feet (26 meters), I
looked into the darkness of a vast
phreatic passageway and began having
uneasy feelings about the potential
inhabitants--n.aybe
a
man-eating
crustacean, like a giant prawn, or a
landlocked "Jaws" from the ancient
Permian sea that once inundated the
area. Although I fought back these
fears and continued to explore the
aquifer, I did not proceed down the
phreatic passage for both reasons of
safety and fantasy.
The area under the river channel
was shallower and more confined, but
the sound of moving water in the
distance presented a new danger that
I did not want to engage alone. Several years ago while exploring a "bluehole" cave on the coast of Grand Bahama Island, I was captured by the

syphonous tidal inflow. A strong rope
securely tied to a heavy anchor outside
the cave is the only reason I am here
today to talk about it. This also accounts for my present use of a PMI 7mm static rope with heavy duty sheath
protection, rather than the simple
fishing line many cave divers use for
backtracking their way to the entrance.
It was obvious to me now that I
had discovered something wonderful in
Whiteface Cave, but time was running
out. A sudden adrenal pulse went
through my body as I pulled my way
up the rope which I hoped still led to
the small passage I had come through.
As I reentered the riverine pool and
broke the surface, I could see signs of
relief on the faces of those who stood
on the subterranean bank. We shared
the joy of discovery even though Pat
said later that she could see my bubhies coming up in different places as
the rope was pulled ever farther into
the depths, causing an awesome fear
in her mind about w:1at I had gotten
into. It was a time to celebrate and
plan for a more extensive exploration.
GEOCHEMISTRY OF ELLENBURGER AQUIFER
A second dive was made on
October 22, 1989 with dual tank rigs,
equipped with redundant backup systerns, including separate regulators on
independent valves. I was accompanied by Dr. Quentin Martin, an engineering hydrologist with the Lower
Colorado River Authority, and Joel

King, an experienced cave diver from
Florida (presently from San Antonio).
Somehow I had talked a team of
people, who I affectionately call "cave
mules," into assisting me. All kinds of
diving equipment, ropes, water sample
bottles, chemical preservatives, and a
titration apparatus had to be carried
down with much caution.
Groundwater samples collected at
various elevations in the cave's underwater chamber (Ellenburger Aquifer)
indicate that the resident and transient
groundwater is a weak calcium-magnesium bicarbonate solution with moderate alkalinity levels of 315 milligrams
per liter (mg/1). The average pH is
7.1 (near neutral) and is buffered from
any significant shift by the bicarbonates.
The groundwater in the chamber
is in direct communication with the
atmospheric air which rushes into the
chamber through the "dry'' portion of
the cave. The exchange of atmospheric gases across the air-water
interphase in the subterranean chamber is controlled by the ambient cave
temperature inside and the barometric
pressure fluctuations outside. The air
introduces significant quantities of
atmospheric carbon dioxide (C0 2)
through the cave passage into the
chamber. Along its path, it also picks
up significant concentrations of organic
carbon dioxide from biodegradation of
guano deposited by the active bat

Joel King
River

Entering Subterranean
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Water Samples Being Prepared for
Transportation and Analysis
colony (Cave myotis, Myotis velifer)
inside the cave. The other source of
carbon dioxide is from the gas dissolved in rain and surface waters
which infiltrate the cracks in overlying
rocks that are in communication with
the cavern chamber, and also from
water flowing directly into the mouth
of the cave. The carbon dioxide combines with the groundwater and moisture in the chamber and forms carbonic acid (H 2C0 3) which then decomposes to hydrogen ions (acidity) and
bicarbonate ions (alkalinity).
The
carbonic acid then attacks the limestone and dolomite which crumble to
form particles of calcium and magnesium, while the carbonate ion combines with hydrogen ions to form the
bicarbonate alkalinity found in the
chamber water. This process leads to
chamber enlargement and controls the
alkalinity levels of chamber waters.
RADON GAS
Although the groundwater exhibits low mineral content in terms of
total dissolved solids (TDSdi significant
concentrations of Radon 2 gas and
Radium 226 were found which exceed
the maximum concentration level recommended by the Texas Department
of Health. The source of Radium 226 is
Uranium 238 , while Radium 228 is the
decay daughter product ofThorium232 •
Radon222 gas is derived by nuclear
decay from Radium 226 and has a longer half life (3.8 days) than Radon 220
gas (half life of only 54.5 seconds)

which is similarly derived from the
nuclear decay of Thorium 232 . Since
the half life of Radium 226 is 1620
years, it can travel long distances from
its source without reduction in concentration. Consequently, Radium 226 may
be coming from Hickory sandstone
and Llano granite water-bearing aquifers and mixing with carbonated water
from the limestone water-bearing
units. Since Radon gas has a short
half life, it may be generated within
the chamber from nuclear decay of
Radium 226 . It does not engage in
chemical reactions which remove it
from solution, and it is hi:fhlY soluble
in groundwater. Radon22 gas is dangerous when inhaled into the lungs,
because it undergoes further decay
releasing radioactive alpha particles.
The alpha particles disrupt the lung
tissues and may cause chronic lung
cancer.
Radium 226 is transported
within the human body to the bones,
where it becomes part of the bone
marrow by replacing calcium.
Radium, like radon gas, undergoes
alpha decay which can also cause bone
marrow cancer (leukemia). If used for
domestic drinking water supply, this
source should be diluted or allowed to
stand long enough to evaporate the
radon gas out of solution to a safe
concentration level.
FUTURE PLANS
The aquatic realm of Whiteface
Cave offers an array of challenges for
future research. The vast expanses of
the underwater cavern have yet to be
explored, critical groundwater issues
need to be resolved, and the faunal

inhabitants of the underground riveraquifer system have yet to be inventoried. At the time this article was
prepared (December 31, 1990) another
dive into the Ellenburger Aquifer was
being planned for January 12, 1991, at
which time a deeper series of geochemical sam pies will be collected and
analyzed and more effort will be
afforded to the study of cave dwelling
aquatic organisms.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
I thank the Texas Water Development Board for providing resources
to conduct the geochemistry associated
with this research in support of their
critical groundwater studies. Dr. Eric
Adidas, Texas Department of Health,
provided invaluable technical support
for the geochemical sampling and
analysis. Reviewers of this document
included Gary Powell, Danny Fox, and
Anne Baltzer. I am grateful to the
cave mules who gave their all in the
pursuit of science as follows by order
of date: (1) Introduction to Whiteface
Cave, May 13, 1989: Pat Copeland and
Nila Dennis; (2) Reconnaissance Dive,
July 8, 1989: Pat Copeland, Pixy
Alford, Ronnie Mathews, and Will
Mathews; and (3) Exploratory Dive,
October 22, 1989: Pat Copeland, Pixy
Alford, Tony Plutino, Allen Possnick,
Wesley Brace, Tom Martin, and Karla
Smith. With courage and enthusiasm,
Dr. Quentin Martin and Joel King
assisted me in cave diving operatior.s,
and I am grateful to them. Pat Cope·
land provided the photographs inclu :led in this article of the exploration
activities in Whiteface Cave.

Pool Entrance Into the Ellenburger Aquifer From Whiteface Cave
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CAVING MACHINE TIRES

TIRESOME TALK
by
Jim McLane (Greater Houston Grotto)
This article is about the tires
cavers use in Mexico. When you drive
south of the border, having the right
tires is import ant, or you stand a good
chance of getting plenty of tire repair
experience.
Fact: Our truck had eight flats
during one short trip. The passengers
had to make all repairs. As we neared
the last of our patches, we cut them
into pieces so they would go further.
This tiresome experience was a
good lesson. Since then, I have never
gone to Mexico without being ready
for tire trouble.
THORNS AND ROCKS
You cannot tell by feeling a tire
if the rubber will resist thorn
punctures or rock cuts. The limestone
on Mexican back roads is sharp. On
one trip I ruined a new set of
mud/snow tires. Their tread did not
feel softer than usual, but the sharp
Mexican rocks sliced them to the cord.
Trucks with 2-W drive do more
wheel spinning than those with 4-W
drive, so they get more cuts on their
rear tires. This is one good reason to
have 4-W drive.
HEAT
Hot Mexican highways are hard

Bill Elliott (October 1971)

on tires. The road between Monterrey
and Torreon on a summer afternoon is
a real test for any thick tread. Driving
on hot highways calls for close attention to tire pressures. Inflate tires to
the maximum pressure as listed on
their side to reduce flexing and heat
build up.
TIRE DEFECTS
All tires are hand made, one at a
time, by people called tire builders.
The individual builder controls the
quality of his own product. A drop of
his sweat in the wrong place can keep
the rubber from bonding to the cord.
Later the tread can separate. This can
happen with any brand of tire. Even
expensive, well-designed tires can have
a fatal workmanship defect.
RATINGS AND RANGES
Modern tires have a certified load
range molded into their sidewall.
Load range B is for passenger car type
service. Load range C is for light
trucks. Load range D and so on are
for heavier commercial vehicles.
When you pick tires for your
caving machine, do not pick load range
B unless you never plan to get off
smooth pavement. It doesn't matter if
the tire looks real macho with an

impressive slogan on the side. If it is
load range B, it is too wimpy for Mexico.
Load range C tires are a good
choice for most moderately loaded
trucks. They are strong enough for
Mexican back roads while remaining
fairly flexible and smooth riding.
Higher load range tires are stiff and
have bad ride qualities.
PLY RATINGS
Usually, the more reinforcing
fabric plies (or ply rating), the stronger the tire. Manufacturers mold ply
ratings into the sidewall for consumer
information.
To their credit, high load-rated
tires have superior resistance to thorn
punctures and sharp rocks do not hurt
them easily. High load-rated tires
achieve their rated strength at high
inflation pressures. This maximum
safe pressure is also molded into the
sidewall near the ply rating information.
Tires are naturally stiffer when
run at their maximum rated pressure.
The vehicle rides hard. There are
heavy loads on the shock absorbers
and drive train. Since a smaller patch
of tire touches the ground, traction is
reduced. For a smoother ride and
better traction, many people do not
operate their tires off-highway at maximum rated pressure. As a rule of
thumb, for off-pavement driving, you
can safely lower pressure down to twothirds of the maximum pressure listed
on the sidewall.
BIAS-PLY VERSUS RADIAL
Differences between bias-ply and
radial tires are confusing. For any
given size, old-fashioned bias-ply tires
are stronger, especially in the sidewall.
Bias-ply tires resist sidewall cuts and
punctures because they have more
sidewall reinforcement. Also, bias-ply
sidewalls do not protrude (bulge out)
and expose the sidewalls to risk as
much as do radials.
Manufacturers usually rate biasply tires for a higher gross load than
similarly sized radial tires. Bias-ply
tires are not really outmoded or old
fashioned. For instance, the bias-ply
tires on the Space Shuttle represent
today's state-of-the-art in high strength
tires. These operate at great heat
under 300 psi inflation pressure!
Radials have a smoother ride and
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more traction than bias-ply tires, and
they wear longer. They conform to
the road surface better so they do less
off-road damage. It is harder to get
stuck with radials. However, their
better traction can result in more
sensitive steering. Sometimes in a
truck this isn't good.
Trucks need
slow, stable, predictable steering without hunting or wandering.
The front suspension of a conventional, solid-axle 4- W is an alignment
compromise. Wheel camber is often
exaggerated to get the steering pivot
point closer to the middle of the tire's
ground-contact patch. This reduces
the effort needed to steer the wheels
left and right.
All tires have a rated load capacity (in pounds or kilograms) molded
into their sidewall. Manufacturers
base this load assuming use on smooth
pavement in reasonable air temperatures and at maximum rated inflation
pressure. Are these the conditions
that you usually see when you're driving across the Mexican desert? Probably not! So just use load rating numbers to compare different tires. Get
the one rated for the highest strength
if it has the other features you want.
Be careful leaving the road in
cactus country. The steel belt under
the tread of a radial tire helps it resist
thorns better than a bias-ply, but the
radial's bulging, weak sidewall is very
vulnerable. Usually, you cannot fix
radial sidewall damage, since the sidewall has only one or two plies of fabric. If you want radials, pick a wide
tread pattern that extends out close to
the sidewall. Then fewer rocks can hit
this weak area.
In choosing any tire, pick a tread
pattern with the smallest open space
between the tread blocks. Open spaces increase the chance that thorns can
puncture the tire. Try not to leave the
road, and if the cactus is growing in
the road, try not to run over it.
Mesquite thorns are the worst
threat, followed by lechuguilla and
then prickley pear. Of course century
plants (maguey) would be terrible, but
no one in their right mind drives over
those guys! Sometimes, thorns cause
leaks months after they enter a tire. If
you run over a mesquite limb, remove
the thorns with pliers as soon as you
can.
Hardware stores sell a strong

POS ITI VE
C A STER

NEGATIVE
CASTER

FRONT OF C A R -

PO SI TI VE
C AMBE R

NEGATI VE
CAMBER

oo-

STE ER ING AX IS INCLINA liON

rubber cement that can ftx tire cuts.
Dow "Urethane Bond" comes in handy
tubes. It is great for filling rock cuts.
These repairs can last the life of the
tire if you make the fiX on relatively
clean rubber. I have even used this
stuff to glue rubber motor mounts
back together.
ROTATION
The high camber settings on most
4- W drive trucks will cause excessive
tread wear on the outside edge of the
front tires. Wear is especially bad
when trucks combine high camber with
too much toe-in. Frequent tire rotation will even out this wear. There are
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VERTICAL

CIUnl

conflicting optmons about rotation
patterns for radials.
"X" rotation
works if done so often that the tires do
not take a "set". I do not have any
idea how often this should be. Delay
rotation until the tires become accustomed to rolling in a certain direction
or the steel belts may delaminate after
a later "X" rotation. Tire vendors
recommend "X" rotation for some new
types of radials with Kevlar ( aramid
fiber) belts.
However, steel belts
provide important thorn resistance and
probably have lower rolling drag than
high-tech Kevlar tires.
WHEEL SIZE
Use the right size wheels. The
section width of a tire is its absolute
width when inflated. For radial tires,
a good size for the rim is 80 percent
of the tire section width. For instance,
for a 10-inch wide tire (section width
not tread width) the correct rim would
be 8-inches wide. An excessively wiJc
rim bends the tire sidewalls out, expos·
ing them to damage. But, if the rim is
too narrow, the tire will try to roll
over it. Bias-ply tires are not as sen ~i
tive to improper rim width as radials.
Rims cast from magn e·
sium/aluminum alloy weigh much lrss
than steel rims. Light wheels help a
vehicle's ride quality, but mag wheels
can fail by brittle fracture. When a
mag wheel hits a rock and breaks, t 1c
ragged pieces of the broken rim v ill
usually ruin the tire. Steel wheels <rc
ductile and under similar abuse Jr
overload they bend. Cheap wh tc
spoke steel wheels are a good choi' e.
Once I was driving too fast do vn
a Mexican dirt road. I hit a rock an' a
front tire began to hiss. I had wruk·
led the steel rim and air was escapi .g.
I grabbed a hammer, pounded the 1 m
(Continued on p. · 5)

PHOTO TECHNOLOGY
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Panoramic Cave View (Showing Tony Jackson) Captured by Stretch 35 Camera

STRETCH35
by
James Jasek
The Stretch 35 is one of Kodak's
newest disposable cameras, but unlike
most throwaway cameras, this one
produces very good photographs. The
idea of the camera is to produce
panoramic photographs. The camera
is preloaded with Kodak Gold 200
color negative film providing twelve
3-1/2 x 10 inch prints. I have found
the sharpness and quality of the prints
to be outstanding. The cost of the
camera is less than $15 and another
$12 is required for film processing and
prints. The camera is fitted with a
25-mm f12 plastic lens with a set focus. After my first roll of flim, I was
very impressed with the results and
began to wonder how I could modify
the camera for cave photography.
In order to get the very best
results from this simple box camera,
you will have to follow a few simple
rules. The shutter speed of the camera is set to a slow 1/100 second
which is slow enough to blur the
photograph when the camera is handheld during exposure. The shutter
release is a bit stiff and combined with
the slow shutter speed, it is necessary
to always steady the camera against a

solid object as you take each picture.
Steady the camera against a tree, a
rock, the side of your car, on a building, or hold it on a tripod. This is
how I shot each picture, and it paid off
in very sharply focused pictures.
Since the Stretch 35 does not
have any control over the exposure
except at 1/100 second at f12, you
must always position the sun to your
back for the best possible outdoor
pictures. The Gold 200 flim is capable
of taking pictures on an overcast day,
but the best results will be obtained in
bright sun. Light is at its best two
hours after sunrise and two hours
before sunset. Pictures taken during
these hours of the day will provide you
with the best color. Be sure to steady
the camera for each shot and place the
sun to your back.
At the end of the roll, the flim
spools up inside a regular 35-mm
cassette. At the factory, the flim is
pulled out of the cassette and wound
onto a take-up spool. As you expose
each frame, you are winding the film
back into the cassette. This way, you
do not have to rewind the flim at the
end of the roll (a clever idea!). The
entire camera is sent in with the flim
inside the camera for processing. The
photolab opens the camera, removes
the flim, and then disposes the camera. However, you can also remove
the flim and reload the camera.
The first step in reloading the

camera is to carefully open the cardboard wrapper. Slit open the box
along the three seams to open both
ends and the bottom. The lens hood
will hold the wrapper to the body.
The entire wrapper can be removed if
you prefer. The camera will not leak
light into the simple plastic body without the wrapper. Now use a screwdriver to open the case. Gently pull
up on the case, and use a dull knife to
pry open the rest of the back. In the
middle of the back, along the top
edge, you will see a slot. This is an
internal hook that holds the back to
the body. After the back is removed,
the hook will snap free. Take your
time, and do not force anything.
Once open, remove the flim cassette. You will notice that the flim has
been masked down to 12 mm allowing
a print size of 3 x 10 inches (very
clever). The flim mask can be removed by simply pulling it out. It is
not glued. This will give you full
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end of the film. This means that the
last few shots will be exposed on the
leader and lost. One solution is to
tape a slip of paper to the back of the
camera and keep a running total.
After twelve exposures, stop and roll
the rest of the flim back into the earnera. Any length of fUm from 12 to 36
exposures may be used in the camera.
Another way is to change the position
of the end of the fJ.lm by removing the
sprocket holes (as shown below) along
the top edge of the fUm. When the
fJ.lm gets to the missing sprocket holes,
the shutter will not cock, and the remaining fJ.lm can automatically be
rolled into the cassette. This will
prevent losing the last few frames .
To use the Stretch 35 for cave
photography, the camera must be
secured to a tripod, and the shutter
has to be modified for time exposure.
A simple method of securing the
camera to the top of a tripod is to usc
a rubber band. This will hold the
camera to the top of the tripod for a
long time exposure with the least
amount of effort. I added a tripod
socket to my camera by gluing a 1/ 4mch nut to the bottom of the camua
(as shown above). First, take a section
of 1/2-inch PVC pipe and cut off a
short piece 1/2-inch long. Sand both
ends for a smooth frnish . Now fore•: a
brass hex acorn or cap nut into the
PVC pipe. Use epoxy to cement '. he
PVC pipe and nut to the bottom of
the camera. Be sure to use an ac( ro
nut because an open-ended nut '~II
allow the tripod screw to punch a b Jlc
in the bottom of the camera bo ly.
The cap nut will limit the depth he
tripod can be screwed into the bod /.
Modifying the shutter is a Jit
more difficult. As shown above, d ·iU
a small hole the diameter of a c 1at
hanger in the bottom of the came ra.

Bottom View or Modified Stretch 35 Camera
coverage of the 35-mm frame, but I prevent the fJ.lm from unwinding as
don't recommend using the camera you replace the back. If the fJ.lm unwithout the mask. Notice that the film
winds before you get the back on, start
plane and pressure plate are slightly over because it will be difficult to
curved. This is to correct for lens replace the back of the camera.
The back will easily fit onto the
distortion and to hold the fJ.lm as flat
as possible. If you remove the mask,
camera body and snap in place. Before turning on the lights, feel along
I don't feel the film will lay as flat;
thus, destroying the image sharpness.
all edges to insure the back is on properly. Take several precut lengths of
The next step is to remove the
masking tape to secure the back to the
fUm counter, since the camera will not
work properly unless it is removed or body. The camera will not leak light,
and does not have to have the decorareset to zero. To do this, you must
open the top of the camera. Before tive wrapper for leakage protection.
removing the top, carefully examine Now, you are ready to shoot pictures.
the camera. Notice how the top is Be sure to steady the camera on a
snapped in placed. It is not glued. solid object for each picture, and keep
Push the snaps back and open the top the sun to your back.
Using the camera without the
just enough to reach in and remove
fJ.lm counter presents a problem. As
the fJ.lm counter wheel. Hold the
camera upright, since you don't want the film is pulled through the camera,
any other parts to fall out when the the sprocket holes in the fJ.lm are used
to cock the shutter. Since the camera
top is open. Now, replace the top and
snap it in place.
no longer has a fJ.lm counter, the fJ.lm
The camera must be reloaded in will cock the shutter all the way to the
total darkness because the fJ.lm in the
cassette has to be rolled onto the takeSbuller wiD DOl ood pasl
up spool. Start the end of the film
lhe.e lf"'od:el bolea.
into the take-up spool. Then turn off
the room lights (putting you in total
darkness), and continue to roll the film
onto the spool. When the end of the
fJ.lm is reached, place the cassette into
the camera body, then pull the spool
over to the fJ.lm compartment. Notice
Bqja hen. Tear lhe film with , _ linflcn aod
cootinue lo coclc lhe shUIIer aU lhe
roelinue lo lear lo lhe caudle. Thea pGII out
that the bottom end of the take-up
""'Y lo lhe eod o( lhe roll . You
1 few more iDchea ud c:ootinue lo lear off lbc hole
spool sticks out through the bottom of
will loooe lheae p;c.ureo.
Tbio must be ~ in lolal darkDeol.
the camera. Hold your thumb against
the bottom of the spool. This will
Preparation or Film Leader
•••••

-·:.:.:.,.. ~
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The placement of the hole is critical.
Drill the hole 5 mm directly in line
with the gap between the back and the
body as shown in the figure on the
previous page. You will drill through
the bottom then through an internal
wall of the shutter chamber. Drill very
slowly because the plastic is very thin
and you don't want to crack the case
or let the drill go in very deep. Hold
the drill straight so that it docs not go
in at an angle.
Bend the end of the coat hanger
as shown for easy handling, and make
the straight section exactly l-inch long.
If it is too long, the shutter will remain
open, but part of the shutter will block
the lens. If it is too short, the shutter
will operate normally. When the wire
is fully inserted, the shutter is prevented from making a full swing. When
the wire is pulled down slightly, the
shutt er completes the swing and ends
up closing the lens. this modification
will not interfere with the nor mal
operation of the camera for daylight
photography. So far, it has worked
every time and has not failed to hold
open the lens.
In the darkness of a cave, push
the wire all the way up and press the
shutter release. Listen for the half
click of the shutter, and you will know
the lens is open. After exposure,
gently pull down on the wire (but do

not pull it out of the camera), and
listen for the second click. You will
know the lens has been closed. It is
not necessary to remove the wire from
the camera.
Since the Stretch 35 has a set
aperture of f12, the same distance
must be used for each type of film and
flash. For example, if an M2B flashbulb and 400 speed film were used,
the flash distance will always be 15
feet. This exposure information is
found on the back of a box of flashbulbs. A flashbulb has enough covering power to expose the wide angle of
the 25-mm lens in one shot, but most
electronic strobes do not have this
covering power. Many strobes are
only designed to cover a 50-mm lens,
while others will cover a 35-mm lens.
In using a strobe, it may be necessary
to flash once for one side of the frame
and then a second flash for the other
side. In the total darkness of a cave,
you will have no trouble using this
technique.
Remember, the flash distance
must always remain the same. The
camera can be placed at any distance
for the best composition. The flash is
then moved to the proper distance for
the exposure. Any number of flashes
can be used for creating multiple-flash
cave pictures.
One last modification that will be

Final Modified Stretch 35 Camera for Cave Photography

helpful in cave photography is to cut
off the front and back frame finders .
These devices are fine for daylight
photography, but block the view in the
darkness of a cave. Take a sharp
knife or razor blade and cut them off
flush with the body. The thin plastic
will cut very easily.
I have had a lot of fun using the
Stretch 35 camera, and the pictures
obtained in daylight and underground
have turned out great. I am sure you
will have the same fun with this simple
camera also.

(Tiresome Talk - cont'd from p. 12)
back into shape until it quit hissing.
The leak stopped! I drove for several
thousand more miles on that wheel
and it never leaked again. Under the
same circumstances, a mag wheel
would have cracked and the tire would
become scrap rubber. Note that many
tire repair shops in Mexico use big
hammers and brute force to mount
and dismount tires. Such treatment
will crack a mag wheel.
Consider another plus for the
white spoke steel wheel. In an emergency, you can wind rope or chains
around the tire through the spokes.
This can substitute for real tire chains.
BIG WHEELS
If you're getting new tires and
wheels, think about the potential disadvantages before getting extra wide
ones. Extra wide wheels with fat tires
are good on the beach and in some
minimal traction (ie. muddy) situations. However, on Mexican back
roads, hard rock is usually down there
below the mud.
Wide wheels have large-center
offsets that will encourage the wandering tendencies in your truck's steering.
The center offset is the distance from
the middle of the wheel to the wheel's
center mounting face. Offsets provide
room so disk brake parts do not touch
the inner wheel rim. Most after-market wheels have a larger than stock
center offset. Real wide wheels with
large center offsets will upset whatever
steering geometry the vehicle maker
decided was best. For good steering
geometry, the offset distance should be
as small as possible.
Large center offsets car. cause
another problem. If the outside edge
(Continued on p. 20)
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MEXICAN CAVING

CAVING IN VALLES '90
by
Peter Sprouse
In late December 1990 Susie
Lasko, Mack Pitchford, and I spent a
week in the Cd. Valles, SLP area of
Mexico. We mostly ate, drank, and
soaked in the warm sulphur pool at
Taninul. But we did do a little caving
and cave hunting.

)

Search For Resurgence Caves
On December 23, 1990, we drove
west from Valles and took a turn to
the north to Damian Carmona, following up the course of the Rfo
Gallinas. This river branches, with the
westerly fork coming out of an incised
canyon which drains an extensive karst
area around San Nicolas de los Montes. Our objective was to look at the
San Nicolas canyon for resurgence
caves.
The clouds were low and wet as
we worked our way along an old trail
into the canyon. We reached the edge
of the crystal-clear river flanked by tall
jungle-covered cliffs. Soon we were
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Susie Lasko Climbing Out of Sotano de Microondas in the Sierra de El Abn
(Photo - Peter Sprouse, 1990)
forced to wade through the clear pools
due to the vertical walls, following a
submerged yet clearly visible footpath
used by the locals. Occasionally we
could walk on gravel bars or boulders,
and we checked a few small cave entrances which didn't go. After 800
meters we reached a lake which
looked at least neck deep, and with
the temperature dropping we decided
to turn back. Nevertheless, we heard
from the locals that there were caves
in the canyon, and by the looks of the
pure water there must be resurgences
too.

Sotano de Microondas

Mack Pitchford Illuminates the
Entrance Passage of Cueva de Poncho
(Photo - Peter Sprouse, 1990)

The next day we went to check a
pit we had found near the south El
Abra pass. It is located a few hundred
meters southwest of the microwave
towers along a trail. The entrance
measures 1 by 2 meters, and on this
cold day there was a warm breeze
blowing out. Susie rigged in and went
down first, reaching bottom 43 meters
lower. Mack and I followed, and immediately felt the air temperature rise
about 40 degrees. The shaft had clean,
smooth walls which were covered with
turetellas and other fossils.
At the bottom we found Susie,
who had tried to push a narrow, steeply descending meander which carried
on, but it was too tight. So we collected a few crickets, shot photos, and
climbed out.

Cueva de Poncho
On Christmas day we drove south
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to the Coy Dome, an isolated lime·
stone hill south of Valles where the
Nacimiento del Rfo Coy emerges, a
huge spring. We got a guide in La!
Armas who knew of a cave nearb1
which he called Cueva de Pooch~.
named after someone named Pon·
ciano. It is located about 1700 met cn
SSW of the Coy, on the west flank ol
the hill. We descended a grassy ridge
into a sink, where the cave entrance ~
hidden by vegetation. A small arroyo
enters the 4 by 3 meter entrance.
Ahead lay walking passage, and oUI
guide regaled us with old legends ol
hidden guns and money once hid<'en
within.
We mapped into the walking ~ as·
sage, keeping the tape taut over he
occasional vampire guano slue ge
After 60 meters we reached a 'ee
junction and went left. We pas .eO
another left lead, then reached a t Jr·
mation room where a handline · 1as
needed to continue. Backtracking to
the lefthand lead, we mapped it fm ])
meters to a blowing crawl, then \\ :nt
back to the righthand lead off the 1 ;e
It went back north parallel to the :n·
trance passage, and was quite roc 11)
and nice. It split into several leads : na
loops, but unfortunately we were JUt
of time for this trip and had to q tit.
This could be a sizeable cave wi :en
pushed, conceivably leading to he
source of the Coy water. The next . Ia)
we were headed back to Texas.
r
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SOTANO DE MICROONDAS
EL ABRA. SLP. MEXICO
Surveyed 24 December 1990
S. Lasko. M. Pitchford. P. Sprouse
Drawn by P . Sprouse
UTM : X-2509280 Y~2430300 Z=245
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GYPKAP

TRIPLE ENGLE PIT
A Small Part of the GYPKAP Experience

by

gi~lj#d . Knapp ~esides

in Lub-

bock; Texas and is a Captain iri the

Air FOrce; >He is ·presently assigned
to · Rede\AFB where . he is an iil-

· ~ff~~~fb~~·· ~~· · ~~~~k~r6~a~e
Ptd>i

Richard F. Knapp (NSS 19715)

GYPKAP (GYPsum KArst Project) is presently in its fifth year
and involves exploration (by the Southwestern Region) of
gypsum caves near Roswell and Carlsbad. The Triple Engle
Pit has become the deepest gypsum cave in the United States
and is the third deepest gypsum cave in the world. Last year,
over 17,000 feet (5,182 meters) were surveyed on the project,
and the 100,000-foot (30.48-km) survey point will be
surpassed in work to be accomplished this year.

HISTORY (boring but short)
This is the story of a small cave
that could. It began once upon a time
in the early 60's with Wayne Walker
doing some basic exploration in the
cave. Along the way, the rancher had
a bad experience with some of the
cavers and further access was denied.
End of story.
THE REAL STORY
Nope, wrong. Now the fun had
just began. The cave was rediscovered
in the late 80's by Noble Stidham,
Kathy Peerman, and Victor Polyak.
At the next GYPKAP, the survey was
restarted. Ah poop, this is really
sounding stuffy, isn't it. The time
came for the real fun to begin.
The first work on the cave was
accomplished by two teams: one for
the pit entrance and one in the
walk/crawl entrance. I was on the
crawl portion running a Brunton on a
tripod. It was easy enough at first.
The passage was a nice crawl, and
then it turned into a walking trunk
with some leads coming in along the
way. The next thing I knew, we were
in a high, tight serpentine passage.
The passage was 20-50 feet (6-15
meters) high and 1-3 feet (30-91 em)
wide. That's nice. Unfortunately, the
people setting point had never worked
with a Brunton before. All stations
were on the wall, high on the wall.
Trying to hold your position wedged in
the passage above the floor and read
the instrument isn't too much fun.

F .

This continued for over 700 feet
(213 meters) until we reached the lip
of a pit overlooking a room. On our
journey, we lost one sketcher due to
hypothermia signs, and we were all
soaked in the 45-50 degree water to
our knees. Why am I doing this?
At the pit, we met the other
team. They had abandoned their
survey in a tight passage that eventually dumped into the ceiling of our
room. About half of their group, not
wanting to return the same way they
came, exited with us.
Back at camp, we realized we
were just shy of 1,000 feet (305
meters) for the day. We were feeling
greedy, so we went back. The first lead
went to another entrance and only
about 50 feet (15 meters), not enough.
Earlier in the day, I remembered seeing another side passage. We tied in
(to the survey) and off we went. What
we did not realize was that 300 feet
(91 meters) later, the passage would
still be going and getting bigger. That
was enough. We quit with over 1,200
feet (366 meters) of survey for the day.
The next trip also had two teams:
one to resurvey and to connect the pits
together; the other to continue up the
'small' side passage where we quit on
last trip. Our team, in the side passage, went about 400 feet (122 meters)
and ended at another entrance up on
the side of the main sinkhole, 40 feet
(12 meters) above the main entrance.
It was well decorated with various gyp-
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. y~lley . Grotto in · Carlsbad,
Ne.,.,.:
He ·has been caving
for 15
Originally from Avon
Lake, a suburb of Cleveland, he
began caVing in Kentucky, Tennes·
see, Wes(Virginia, Indiana, and the
sewd·s of Cleveland. He has been
active ill the > ongoing GYPKAP
actiVities for •the past three years
working bn the Triple Engle, Parks
Ranch, and . few others.

Me#co. ·.

years.

a

sum formations.
With the he-tn
through the pit, the cave was now 125
feet (38 meters) deep.
ONWARD
The team that surveyed the pit
said there were no more leads left in
the room. We poked around anyv ay
and one short, slimy crawl later, we
were back in walking passage. ' Ve
surveyed over 500 feet (152 metr rs)
and walked down much more. The
passage was, on the average, 4 f ;ct
(1.2 meters) wide and 20 feet (5.1
meters) high. This was my we rsl
nightmare. It just kept going ( sar<:< sm
intended). We fmally ended a '
small, extremely wet crawlway wit 1 a
strong breeze. For the most pari ol
this new passage, the walls were d ea11
but as we neared the craw~ we a Jio
see lots of mud. We were notre tlh
sure what to expect in there.
On the next GYPKAP trip, a ; e~
crew and 650 feet (198 meters) rr m
of survey got us to the entrance of .he
crawl. The breeze was still mo· inf
pretty fast out of the crawl. The f ag·
ging we left hanging on the wall we uli
not hang straight down. Unfortun .te
ly, the water was a little too higl tc
get through. There was only abo .I :
inches (7.6 em) of airspace at thi
beginning of the crawl. The cave va<
now 180 feet (55 meters) deep.

YECH AND MORE PASSAGE
On the next trip, Bill Grea

Jc<

and I pushed through the YGI 5M
(You Gotta Be Shittin' Me) and thi
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now infamous 1abba's Greezy Cheeks
passages to the Recovery Room.
From there, we followed some nice
walking passage to the lip of a pit and
big room . We did not really expect to
see a room this big. Our lights were
not doing too good by this time, and
we could not see the ceiling or the
other side. The survey was not done
through this area though. The other
team members basically said YGBSM!
On the next trip, the crawl ended
at a sump. A downpour had hit the
area the night before GYPKAP start-

ed. We saw water where we never
saw water before. Sure enough, the
ear dip was almost completely under.
After a nice drought (for us at
least), we got through on the next trip.
The Cheeks lasted about 170 feet (52
meters) before it opened into walking
passage. The passage was not a
straight canyon anymore. It was more
of a multilevel serpentine passage. We
surveyed down the pit, and while Terry
Bolger was finishing his sketch, Elizabeth Earle and I pushed through the
breakdown floor. Immediately, we

had at least two going leads and more
trunk going down fairly steeply. We
were at 250 feet (76 meters) in depth
with lots of relief yet to go. The room
itself was not thoroughly checked
because of unstable breakdown, but
there was a hint of passage, possibly
large trunk passage, entering from the
other side.
ON THE ROPE AGAIN
The next survey was short in
distance (350 ft). We surveyed the
larger of the two leads that was 2 feet
(61 em) wide by 6 feet (1.8 meters)
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high. The passage continued to enlarge until it was 10 by 15 feet (3 by
4.6 meters). We were surveying as
fast as we could, dreaming of a huge
trunk. After a small climbdown, the
passage turned abruptly to the left,
and I was looking at a blank wall. I
could not believe it. Lysa DeThomas
and Elizabeth sat down for a bit as I
sketched in some details and looked in
shock at the wall.
But, looking
around, I noticed there was no debris
on the walls or ceiling. That means
the water does not slow down at all
coming through here. Where does it
go? As I began to walk back to Lysa
and Elizabeth, I found it...well stepped
in it. Another drop of about 20 feet
(6 meters) was found. We surveyed
down into what appeared to be another room below us. But, we lacked
rope. From the sketch, it looked like
we were close to beating Millrace at
367 feet (112 meters) as the deepest
gypsum cave in the country. Later, we
found we were at 387 feet (118
meters). Somewhat disappointed, we
headed back up and out. But, we still
had lots of booty here to do on the
next trip. Leads were everywhere, and
two of these were large leads: one
walking going up and one walking
going down.
It seemed just a matter of time
before we hit the bottom though. But
then again, you never really know what
is going to happen in a gypsum cave,
and this one was no exception.
The next trip was slightly more
organized. We were going to bolt the
first drop and take 50 feet (15 meters)
of rope to the second drop. Our new
room turned out to be just a small pit
leading into more passage. Another
climbdown and a breakdown crawl led
to a downward trending tube 12 feet
(3.7 meters) wide and 8 feet (2.4
meters) high. Again, the passage
turned abruptly left and ended. This
time, it ended at a sump. We surveyed to it and backtracked to a lead
Lysa found.
MORE YECH AND ???
J abba was back, and his Revenge
was much worse than his Greezy
Cheeks. Elizabeth pushed the flat
belly crawl in thick mud and water
until it got bigger. We could hear an
echo so we continued to survey. I laid
back and took data while Lysa and

Elizabeth surveyed through the grime.
Then it was my turn. Yech! The
more you pushed, the bigger the wall
of mud got in front of you. When we
got past the Revenge, the passage
began increasing in size. First to
hands and knees, then to stoop walking, and fmally I could not help myself.
I found a Wet Dream. Take that how
you will, but to us, it was a walking
stream passage going in two directions.
We surveyed upstream for a ways until
it degraded to a crawl. We tried going
downstream, but J abba got us, and
there was just too much mud in the
instruments to continue. We then
went out. The depth now stood at 428
feet (130 meters).
Rain hampered our next trip, and
we were turned at the Cheeks because
of high water. We found and surveyed
some more high passage that added
another entrance and almost got us up
to a mile in total length.
THINKING OF THE FUTURE
Ah, but this is not the end. Surprises still abound. Another cave is
1,000 feet (305 meters) to the east and
headed for the big room. A connection has not yet been really tried. On
a photography trip, we found a trunk
12 feel (3.7 melers) wide and 7 feet
(2.1 meters) high, virgin and unsurveyed in a section we thought was
completed. Many leads are in the
cave, most beyond the Greezy Cheeks.
More high leads need to be checked,
but in the meantime, we established
Triple Engle as the third deepest gypsum cave in the world at 428 feet (130
meters). And who knows how big of
a Wet Dream we will have.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Thanks to George Veni and the
Bexar Grotto for teaching me how to
'Suck Ceiling' and all the people that
have participated in the Triple Engle
Pit Nightmare, I mean, Survey. And
until next time ... only to excess.
(Tiresome Talk- cont'd from p. 15)
of a front tire hits a rock, the wheel
will try to pivot over in that direction.
There can be terrific feedback into the
steering wheel. I had this happen and
the steering wheel spun around so fast
it nearly broke my hand. Power steering or a hydraulic steering dampener
will reduce, but not eliminate this
effect.
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GIANT WHEELS
Another problem can arise if you
put on a wheel and tire combination
that is a lot larger diameter than stock.
As the lever arm measured from the
point where the tire touches the
ground and the wheel's center in·
creases, the force (torque) needed to
turn that wheel increases proportional.
ly. A very big wheel demands a very
big torque to move it. Something hru
to give. Usually a tire will spin before
torque levels build up to the point
where axles twist off and differential!
break, but not always. A small wheel
will automatically relieve torque build·
up by spinning.
A few years ago when people
started putting huge wheels on jeeps
this type of failure was common.
Often, the front axle shafts would twi.sl
completely off. A British expeditim
crossing Panama's Darrein Gap put
giant swamp wheels on their Range
Rovers and promptly broke every axle.
STUCK
If you are stuck or in danger ol
getting stuck, you can regain traction
by lowering tire pressure. The area ol
tjre in contact with the ground ~
roughly proportional to inflation p1es·
sure. So, cutting the tire pressure iD
half will double the rubber on the 0.irt
Bias-ply tires have a rouni
ground contact pattern that gets < v~
(increases in width) as the tire de·
Oates. The patch touching the gro·wi
gets wider. Radial tires already b1rc
an oval ground contact pattern. A!
radials deflate, their contact pat! ~n
grows longer in the path of wl d
rotation.
On 2-W drive vehicles only de·
flate the rear driving wheels. You :41
usually deflate bias ply tires (that 1 or·
mally operate around 30 psi) to 1 tc
15 psi. I do not have personal exr !n·
ence with low pressures in radial f ;~
but I expect you can leak them d 1W1
to 15 psi. Just how low you car g0
depends on how well your tires ~~
their rims.
Carry an air gage 1Jli
electric pump. Reinflate when yc 1 rc
out of trouble.
EMERGENCIES
I knew a caver who would arc
up his flat tires and carry then tc
Mexico for fvring. He claimed tbi
Mexicans knew how to patch · ir~
(Continued on p. 23'
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ACCIDENT REPORT

TRAGEDY AT BULUS HOLE CAVE
by
Vicky Smith

On December 13, 1990, Sergeant Mu"ay Elson, 40, was killed in
a cave at Camp Bullis as a result of a fall. He was assisting a
Texas Parks and Wildlife project in collecting salamanders for
zoological studies. The recovery team included Vicky Smith, a
rescue training instructor at UTHSC, San Antonio. This is her
story of that fateful day.
I came to the University of Texas
Health Science Center (UTHSC) in
September of 1989 to activate a rescue
training program that had been dormant for several years because of the
heavy schedule engendered by the
EMT training program. UTHSC not
only trains the San Antonio Fire Department (SAFD), but also the civilian
population as well, including volunteer
fire departments, private ambulance
companies, and private individuals.
I am an Assistant Instructor for
the EMT program as well as the Rescue Training Coordinator, and as such,
sought out training sites for the Vertical Rescue classes that would afford
varied terrain and challenge the different levels of experience being taught.
Staff Sergeant Casteel at Camp
Bullis, which is an Army training facility on the outskirts of North San
Antonio, was most receptive to our
request to use their facilities for our
program. Camp Bullis offers rugged
terrain with magnificent cliff faces and
canyons that enabled me to train the
classes in both basic and technical
high-angle rescue, including the suspension of a high line for rapid patient
and rescuer evacuation.
Hunting season put a crimp in
our plans for continued training on the
cliffs because Camp Bullis leases hunting areas, and it is open range with the
hunters using high-powered scopes on
their rifles. To avoid possible disaster,
the classes were moved to the rappel
tower.
We had held several classes
there, and my training staff and I had
also met there on our own time to
"play" and to do some problem solving
with various techniques.

The rescue classes are always on
weekends. My weekdays are spent in
classroom lecture and skills training in
either the classroom, the hospital, or
in the field with SAFD.
On Thursday, December 13,
1990, I was in the hospital orienting a
group of students on their hospital
rotational requirements when my
pager went off three times in a row
before I could get to a phone. It was
my boss, Charles "Punky'' Garoni, who
had called to inform me that he had
just received a call from the Shavano
Park VFD that a man with unknown
injuries had fallen in a cave at Camp
Bullis, and they needed the rescue
team.
I bade my students a swift farewell and contacted the closest team
member, Brian Hammer, and told him
to load up all the rescue gear in his
4x4 Bronco and be ready when Punky
and I got there. As it happened, my
primary "rigger", David Jones, was
visiting with Brian at the time, and
both were primed and ready when I
got there. Brian threw me my jumpsuit and as I changed, he rapidly
double checked all equipment and
made sure we had plenty of light
sources and spare batteries.
Upon arrival at Camp Bullis
Operations, we were briefed on the
location of the incident and informed
that the victim's location in the cave
and his condition were unknown.
David is stationed at Camp Bullis and
being familiar with the area, we took
off to the scene.
Enroute, my mind raced this way
and that, cataloging known information
and quickly reviewing training information I had received at the 1990 NCRC

training session in San Saba. Mentally
sending up a thank you to all the instructors who had instilled in me the
training I was going to officially put to
use for the first time.
The monster wheels of the Bronco hummed loudly as we traveled for
30 minutes into the interior of Camp
Bullis, and upon arrival, we noted that
the Camp Bullis Fire Department and
MP's were already there, as well as
several representatives of Shavano
Park and Leon Springs Fire Departments. Everyone was situated on a
small, rocky knoll, and as we bailed
out of the Bronco, all heads turned in
our direction. For the first time, I felt
the load of responsibility settling on
my shoulders as I looked into their
expectant eyes. Rapidly scanning the
scene, I noticed that a single rope was
attached to a small tree and that it
went down approximately 10-15 feet to
a natural ledge (or platform). I also
noticed that the surface hole was approximately 8 by 5 feet and was so
perfectly rectangular that it was obviously manmade to enhance the original cave entrance. This rope was
being used as a safety line for a firefighter stationed on the lower shelf,
and it was l-inch twisted natural hemp
rope. I also noticed that it was simply
tied with a bowline knot under the
armpits of this fireman who was also
not wearing a helmet or gloves.
All around the cave opening,
people were standing or sitting. Some
were leaning forward to peer into the
entrance. Only one had on a tag line.
One of the fust questions out of
my mouth as I geared up was, "Are
there any cavers here?" The question
was met with silence, and I knew that
my team and I were alone on this one.
Minutes later, I was given a diagram
of the cave that had been prepared
several years prior, and I was told that
the two people who were with the
sergeant on the expedition were topside and had not gone into the cave at
all. I was informed that they were on
a research expedition for the Texas
Parks and Wildlife to search for an
endangered species of cave salamander. They were only modestly qualified as cavers, and they told me that
they had been watching as the sergeant was going down and that he had
apparently slipped and fallen about 1015 feet. He had hollered up that he
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was okay and that he had a knot in his
line and that he was getting off line for
a moment. Following that, he yelled,
and then there was silence. It was
decided that rather than go down into
an unknown area, they would call for
help. It was very providential that they
had either a radio or mobile phone
with them, which was used to notify
Camp Bullis authorities. Camp Bullis
Operations tried to fmd my phone
number and failing to locate it, contacted SAFD who in turn contacted us.
The fall occurred about 2 p.m. I received the pager call about 2:15 p.m.
We arrived on the scene approximately
3 p.m. since it was a long ride into the
interior of Camp Bullis.
The scene afforded very skimpy
trees for anchoring rappel and haul
lines. In addition, most of the trees
were a good 20-30 feet away from the
entrance. This presented some complications for rigging, but I left those
decisions and solutions in the capable
hands of David and Punky, knowing
that the lines would be secure and
ready for deployment when I needed
them.
I quickly scanned the cave diagram noting the narrow chimney I
would have to go through. Because of
the squeeze, I opted for tying a Swiss
seat rather than use my bulky rescue
seat harness that had large accessory
loops which could possibly snag me on
the way down or dislodge rocks and
drop them below.
I taped my pant legs shut and
prerigged my rope walkers, chose
minimal equipment, and was given a
radio. As I approached the opening, I
noticed that someone had lowered a
fire helmet to the man below, that
onlookers were well back, and that a
second man was also on a tag line
tending the rappel rope. Faces were
intent and a hush blanketed the scene
as I hollered, "On Rappel", and my
rigger replied, "Rappel On".
I rappelled the 10-15 feet to the
first ledge, where I met the fireman.
He showed me the anchor the sergeant had used. It was what is known
as a stemple- a 9-foot telephone pole,
solidly set across the opening. Around
it was tied a blue section of dynamic
rope. This rope was also tied to an
aluminum cable ladder that had hollow
rungs 5 inches across. The end of the
rope disappeared with the ladder down

the chimney. This stemple gave me an
idea. Since I was not totally trusting
.)f the depth and dimensions of the
cave map, I asked for a 150-foot section of static kernmantle rope, which
Brian (who had also come down) and
I anchored to the stemple after pulling
out the blue rope and cable ladder.
The reason behind this is quite simple.
I did not want to be rappelling down a
chimney on a line that had almost 50
feet used for anchoring topside and
then fmd out I did not have enough
rope. So although this rerig took
about 10 minutes, I felt it was better
to be safe than sorry. As it turned
out, I had only 10 feet of rope coiled
on the cave floor when I got down to
the victim.
After testing the radio, I descended into the chimney. The cave was
cool and the visibility decreased after
the first 10 feet to just the tiny halo in
front of my face (shed by my helmet
light). The chimney width varied from
2 to 3 feet. Calling the victim's name
and mentally calculating the length of
rope as it slipped through my fmgers,
I recalled from the cave map that the
large room was approximately 60 feet
down.
It's amazing how many questions
can race through your mind, even in
serious situations, such as:
•
How are we going to
extricate this man
through this chimney?
•
Where is he?
•
Is he severely injured?
•
Will he need advanced
life support?
•
Why did he unclip
from the safety line?
•
Why didn't he clip on
to the cable ladder?
•
Does he have any family? and
•
Is he alive?
These questions kept going
through my mind as I descended and
thought about some of the mock rescue scenarios from the NCRC San
Saba classes and mentally calculating
the technical complications of this particular evacuation.
In descending, the chimney twisted, and oftentimes I had to shimmy
through the rock shelves that reached
out (like so many fmgers) to pick at
my sleeves and legs. Suddenly, I was
hanging in free space without any
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warning. I had come into the room.
It was obvious that the cave map was
in error in its dimensions by approximately 20-30 feet. Taken completely
by surprise, my brake hand nonetheless remained steady as I hung mo.
mentarily to still the erratic beats of
my heart. Oh, if the rock could only
talk! Did the sergeant unclip from the
rope at about this spot thinking he
could brace himself in the shaft long
enough to unsnarl the rope and find
that there just was not any place to
plant his feet when he shifted his posi·
tion? Did the room surprise him as it
did me? How far was it to the bot·
tom?
I trained my light below, but
could not see anything. I called the
sergeant's name again, but the only
sound that I heard was my own
breathing and the hissing of the rope
as it slipped through my gloves. After
descending 10 feet more, I could s~e
something faintly below me. It look~d
like the end of my rope, but somethi 1g
just did not look right. I also notiv;d
a large snarl just below me, as a res 1lt
of the rope "ping-ponging" off 1;1c
chimney walls. Working the sn trl
carefully with my boots and br< kc
hand, I managed to untangle the sn. rl.
I now could see below me and reali: cd
what was wrong. My rope lay coi ~d
on top of the victim. From abov' , I
noted the rock-strewn floor thro1 gh
the vapor puffs of my breath. The ~· :r·
geant was directly below me, f ct
down, arms and legs sprawling nd
grossly deformed, and head tilted a: an
unnatural angle. He did not m It
when I called his name, and I rem1 11ber thinking that he could not poss Jh
be alive and look like that. He ;0
directly below me, and I had to per lu·
lurn swing a few times and then o cc
my brake hand to land quickly to a' Jic
landing on top of him.
I could see the bluish tinge ol h~
face spotlighted by my light. Gent 1, I
reached out to feel his carotid p ]I(
and noticed three things instantly: (l i
he had no pulse; (2) he was extrer cl:
cold; and (3) and he had already 1:
gun to rigor. I quickly did a p pi
check and found them to be dib :d
His irises were milky and dry. Gc 1tl;
turning him over, I was startled to ;ci
a familiar face. This man had give w
clearance on and off the base on as
visits. My mind refused to accept hi

fact as I quickly scanned his name tag
on his BTU's. Slowly, realization hit
me that not only was I dealing with a
tragic incident, but I also knew this
man whose face Death had already
touched.
Paramedics are not qualified to
pronounce death at the scene, but he
met three of the five criteria for obvious death coupled with the fact that he
had fallen over an hour ago. Because
of these factors, I keyed my mike and
asked if the channel was secure. Incident Command assured me that it was,
and I informed them that we had an
apparent death on the scene and that
I would need a full body harness and
a KED to package our victim for evacuation. I also asked them to warn
Brian about the abrupt room opening.
I have worked five years with
EMS and fire departments and have
seen a lot of massive trauma. The
death mask is no stranger. Yet when
you are all alone in the bottom of a
cave with someone who is beyond your
ability to help and you know that he
has a family and that Christmas was
just around the corner, you have to
ask yourself, "Why didn't he clip onto
the ladder or use a second safety device?"
Although I am not a regular
churchgoer, I have a strong faith, and
after closing his eyes, I traced a small
cross on his forehead and was quietly
singing "Amazing Grace" when Brian
appeared above me.
Brian had never done much caving, much less a technical rappel into
a cave, but his techniques were flawless, and he appeared confident, yet
subdued. It was his first DOA.
There was so much remaining to
be done, and packaging our victim was
no easy task. His body was like a rag
doll because of massive fractures.
Both femurs had exploded, his hips
grated, and his body simply had no
substance. The sergeant was well over
6 feet tall and weighed over 200 lbs.
Because of these factors and the fall
distance, you can well imagine the
impact of the shock waves or G forces
that his large frame sustained when he
landed.
Brian and I worked quietly and
quickly: first putting on the full body
harness that would allow us to haul
him vertically and then the KED which
compactly realigned his limbs and

cradled his head in a natural position.
I remember thinking, "I want him to
break the surface with as much dignity
as possible". We covered his eyes,
bound his hands to his chest and requested the haulers to "haul". As he
reached the chimney entrance, I realized he was going to jam on the rocks
so the haul was stopped. Clipping on
rope with my rope walker system, I
began the 60-foot ascent to assist with
the problem. It took some guidance,
but he was fmally clear of the chimney
and as hands reached to pull him to
the shelf, I continued climbing as my
legs screamed from the abuse and
breathing came in short ragged gasps.
I guess rappelling is only half the
training needed for rescue. I made
mental note to add much more rope
walking to my training program to
condition the legs better and to increase stamina.
When I reached the shelf, the
victim was already gone, and I could
hear the "thwup-thwup" of the MAST
chopper that would airlift him to
Brooke Army Medical Center
(BAM C).
I settled into a safe position, and
telling Brian to hook onto the rope, I
gave the haul team instructions to pull
him up. Brian's pale face appeared
out of the darkness. The set of his
face showed me that he was keeping a
fierce grip on his feelings, and I am
sure he could see those same emotions
mirrored in my eyes.
Lastly came the equipment, the
fireman, and then myself. As I was
assisted back to topside, I noticed the
ingenuity of the anchoring system.
Lacking suitable trees, David had used
one of the big fJie trucks.
The scene was subdued. Quiet
congratulations for a job well done
were offered. Some reporters boldly
asked for a statement, and I later
marveled at how calm I looked during
the interview. My exterior never even
hinted at the internal turmoil and the
emotional "shakes" I was experiencing.
I remember remaining official and
efficient in restoring gear, clearing up
the scene, and talking to my crew. It
wasn't until the trip home in the fading light of sunset that the tears fmally
came. Not the gut-wrenching sobs my
soul demanded, but the silent slipping
of tears that left tracks on my dusty
face.

To this day, I feel it was such a
tremendous waste of life because of a
disregard of basic safety rules. Sometimes we need to remember that we
are in fact flesh and bone, and regardless of past training and experiences,
we must never forget those fJist safety
rules we were taught when we fJist
entered the sport of caving and vertical
work. Those rules we learned when
we fJist touched rope or donned a
helmet and light, our pulses quickening in anticipation of an excursion.
There is never a place for the "hot
dog", and there is never an excuse to
take off a safety line in a vertical situation without a secondary backup.
My rule is simple: no matter the
challenge, I stay safe, and I plan on
going home to my family after every
trip or training session. I never want
my family crying over my lifeless form
wondering, "Why? Oh, why? She
knew better!"
Let the sergeant's death be a
message to all.
(Tiresome Talk- cont'd from p. 20)
better than most in the US. Goodness
knows they will try to repair anything.
Repair shops along the highways (vulcanizadoras) are good. Sometimes
you can get flats fixed in little Mexican
villages, but the quality of the repair
can vary a lot. Once, a man tried to
fix my tire by poking rubber bands
into the leak with a screwdriver! Recently, a caver got such a "good" repair
that later he found he couldn't pump
air into the tire. The repairman had
somehow patched over the valve!
SUMMARY
Pick good tires and avoid a lot of
problems. For emergencies, bring tire
patches, cement, plug kit, inner tube,
and a large rubber boot. Carry small
tire irons, hammer, a bumper jack (to
break the tire away from the rim),
spare valves, an electric air pump and
a pressure gauge. Sometimes I bring
a hand pump (in case the electric one
fails) and even two spare tires. Once
you waste a day agonizing over a flat
you'll always carry these items.
TEXAS CAVER
Send material for the Texas
Caver to the appropriate alternating
editor listed inside front cover.
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